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3Q12 Highlights. Don't fight the Fed (or the European Central Bank or the Bank of Japan, etc.). Many major central banks act, in essence to spur economic growth
' Stock markets and more speculative sectors of the bond market post strong gains

Markets

Markets overview. The U.S. stock market, as measured by the large cap S&P 500, gained 6.4%
during the third quarter and was up 16.40/o through September 30. From the early June low to the
recent high in mid-September, the S&P 500 appreciated 15%.

Emerging and developed markets (excluding the U.S.) gained 7.7o/o and 6.9%, respectively,
during the third quarter, and the MSCI All Country World index (a broad measure of markets
across the globe) rose 6.8%. Through the first three quarters of 2012, the World index was up
12.9o/o.

ln fixed income markets, more speculative sectors also performed well during the quarter - the
iBoxx $ Liquid High Yield index returned 4.1o/o (10.5o/o through September) and the JP Morgan
EMBI Global Core index (dollar denominated emerging markets sovereign debt) 7.1o/o (15.2%
through September). ln contrast, the Barclays U.S. Treasury Bond index returned less than 17o
during the third quarter and 2.1o/o through September.

General comments. ln our opinion, the strong third quarter performance of equities and other
higher risk assets was driven primarily by central bank actions. Beginning with public statements
in June, the Federal Reserve began laying the foundation for additional action to reduce
unemploymenUincrease economic growth. As the economy remained slow through the summer,
these statements evolved into the Fed's third round of quantitative easing (QE3), announced on
September 13.

ln Europe, Mario Draghi, the head of the European Central Bank, on July 26 said that the ECB
would do "whatever it takes" to preserve the Euro. This statement evolved into the ECB's
commitment to purchase the bonds (reduce the borrowing costs) of any euro country that asked
for help and demonstrated a commitment to reforming its economy.

We believe that the anticipation of QE3 - with its goal of keeping longterm interest rates low -
led 10 year Treasury yields to drop to a record low of 1.4o/oin July and helped drive investors into
riskier assets to generate returns. The ECB program at least temporarily reduced investors' fears
of the Euro falling apart and also increased their willingness to take on risk. We judge it will be
difficult for markets to hang on to the summer's gains without: a) sustained improvement in
economic growth and/or b) politicians taking substantial action on fiscal issues to complement
central banks' monetary actions.

Portfolio Positioning

Diversified portfolios. Changes to diversified portfolios were modest during the quarter. As stocks
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rose and became a larger portion of diversifled accounts, we pulled back slightly on stocks to
keep equity/fixed income percentages in line with account goals.

On the whole, the equity exposure remains focused on dividend paying, consumer staples and
utilities exchange traded funds (ETFs). We acknowledge that these sectors are trading at
relatively full valuations but believe they'll hold up better than the broad market in a downturn and
still participate if the markets move higher. Diversified portfolios do also have some cyclical
exposure.

On the fixed income side, we added an actively managed mutual fund focused on international
sovereign bonds. The goal with the new fund is to increase yield relative to what's available in the
U.S. but maintain an overall short duration and high credit quality. This fund fits, with a duration
under two years and an investment policy that calls for at least 75% of the portfolio to be in
investment grade securities. The yield on the fund currently is about 3.6%.

Eouitv-only oortfolios. Generally speaking, we had portfolios positioned conservatively entering
the quarter, expecting the weak economy to have a negative effect on second quarter earnings
(reported during the third quarter) and thus stock prices. We didn't foresee the significantly
positive impact central bank actions would have on the stock market. More specifically, most
equity-only portfolios were hurt by cash positions that we increased lrom 7o/o to above 10% during
the quarter and by lagging performance of perceived more-stable holdings. ln Wall Street
parlance, the third quarter was a "risk-on" period.

The only new position added during the third quarter was a fertilizer producer, which fits within
our long-term favorable view of agriculture based on growing populations and higher living
standards (higher protein consumption) in developing countries. This particular company is near
the end of a three-year capacity expansion program; as this program winds down in 2013 we
expect management to continue to raise the dividend and repurchase stock. Years following
droughts generally have been strong for fertilizer application, implying that with respect to U.S.
demand spring 2013 should be a strong season.

Economy

Following 1.9% growth in the first quarter, U.S. GDP grew an even more modest 1.3% in the
second quarter. Current estimates for the third quarter are in the 1.5o/o-2.0o/o range. Europe as a
whole remains in a mild recession and Chinese growth estimates continue to be reduced. The
fiscal cliff is an obvious negative overhang for the U.S. and the upcoming election likely puts
significant progress on the deficiUtaxes on hold. While the ECB's commitment to buy the
sovereign debt of southern euro countries likely will reduce borrowing costs, we don't see that
program as completely solving euro zone issues.

On the positive side, the U.S. housing market seems at least to have stabilized and likely is
adding to economic growth. While U.S. employment gains have not been strong enough to
substantially reduce the unemployment rate, recent revisions to summer employment numbers
show that the economy is adding jobs at a better than initially reported rate. One recent negative
has been the spike in gasoline prices that have been at alltime high levels for this time of year;
given seemingly ample oil supplies, we believe this is temporary. ll by some chance U.S.
politicians were to reach a sensible agreement on spending and taxes, the U.S. economy -
absent the potential impact from foreign economic weakness - likely would be on solid ground to
move forward.
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